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Why Bend a Radius

to the pilot were fatal. Investigation of the accident disclosed no pre-impact failures or malfunctions of the aircraft, engine, systems or components. Likewise ... 
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Why Bend A Radius By W. L. Dean, EAA 33953 5791 Midwick St., San Diego, Calif. 92114



I—April, 1967) you were given a set of set backs to use to



N A RECENT FINE ARTICLE by Bill Warwick, EAA 3775, (To Set Back . . . Doesn't Always Mean to Relax



make your bends come out to the correct dimensions. Now here are a couple of tables to go along with them that will help make your sheet metal work look more professional and be much safer. One of the most common failure areas in sheet metal structure is in the corner bends of the various components. This is usually because the bend is made without regard for the established bend radius. These bend radii were established as minimums for the various thicknesses and hardnesses of the metals. As the thickness and hardness increase so do the bend radii. Even the thinnest,



In an aircraft plant, the first few parts completed are X-rayed to check for hidden flaws, but inasmuch as the average amateur aircraft builder does not have access to X-ray facilities, we must be right when we bend the metal. The following tables show the minimum inside, or "bend radius", to which metal can be bent safely with regard to its temper and thickness. A word should also be said about the speed at which bends are made. When a bend is made too fast, heat is created which, added to the strain of bending, can create cracks which otherwise would not occur. Metal bent slowly and using the bend radii called out should give bends that are as strong as the rest of the metal.



sonesi meiai snouiu not oe oem in a snarp corner as me



Minimum Inside Bend Radii for Steel Sheet



strain on the metal could produce hidden failure points and cracks which can give way under low stress.



Material



Minimum Inside Bend Radii for Aluminum Alloy Sheet and Plate Material Condition 1100-0 3003-0 5052-0 6061-0



Metal



Thick.
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1020, 1025



1 8-8 Types CRES 41 30, 8630 41 30, 8630 Annealed ' 4 Hard ' j Hard Annealed Normal.



Metal Thick.
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.09
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EDUCATION THROUGH ERROR . . . (Continued from preceding page)



aircraft on the downwind leg. The angle of bank in the turn was reported to have been between 45 and 70 degrees. The aircraft started to lose altitude in the turn, and as the nose was lifted it entered a left spin which developed five or six revolutions before impact. Injuries to the pilot were fatal.



Investigation of the accident disclosed no pre-impact failures or malfunctions of the aircraft, engine, systems or components. Likewise, post-mortem examination of the pilot disclosed no physical conditions which might have



been causative to incapacitation. This pilot had flown
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planes for a total of 1,037 hours including 53 hours in the Midget Mustang. The CAB concluded that improper operation of the flight controls resulted in loss of control. It is evident that some, and perhaps most of the accidents recounted here reflect some lack of the knowledge and skill the pilots needed to safely carry out the intended flights. If we are to reduce accidents and improve our safety record, builders should stress safety considerations when selecting or creating a design for construction. Beyond that, pilots must acquire adequate training and maintain sufficient current practice to assure that they will be able to cope with any flying problems which might arise. ® SPORT AVIATION
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Minimum Bend Radius 

might trap the part in place, you can fill .... (Right) This rib needed a 1-inch-deep flange, so I inserted a Â¼-inch plywood spacer under the Â¾-inch MDF mold to ...
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A Nifty Tool for a Perfect Radius 

several 1/4-inch holes drilled in a line, cleaned up with a round file, will get the job ... a 6-inch piece of 1-by-2-by-0.120 could be sawed to form a 2-inch- wide by ...
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Why Not a Rotary? 

O ................................................. Spo"t Aviation 4.5 .... aircraft," says PowerSport Manager Keith Holm. Since the .... bustion engine, in case you were wondering.).
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rotary oven - West Bend 

Pour vous protéger contre tout choc électrique, n'immergez pas le cordon, les fiches ... peuvent se détacher du tampon et toucher les composants électriques, ...
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hi-riseâ„¢ breadmaker - West Bend 

Register this and other Focus Electrics products through our website: .... Menu 4: â€œSUPER RAPIDâ€� for preparing 2.0 lb. loaves in under 2 hours. Menu 5: â€œWHOLE ...
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Why Not a Rotary? - Size 

relearn pre-World War II lessons .... Even though the engine won't be available .... machine. At 200 mph,. 1,000 miies a day is. / a piece of cake... My Mustang II.
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Field repair of Bend 

Field Repair of Bendix Magnetos. Mags typically require a .... Shinning film on the coil is a sign of oil leakage into the mag ... companies sell or sold the engine to ...
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A High Performance, Open Source, Pluggable, Scalable RADIUS Server 

And many more: http://freeradius.org/rfc/. â€¢ The procol relies on UDP, by default on port 1812 for authentication, and port 1813 for accounting vendredi 21 janvier ...
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A High Performance, Open Source, Pluggable, Scalable RADIUS Server 

(they handle the requests) and their policies. NAS configuration. This tool can query a NAS to check whether a user is connected or not vendredi 21 janvier 2011 ...
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A High Performance, Open Source, Pluggable, Scalable RADIUS Server 

Jan 3, 2010 - a high-performance and highly configurable RADIUS server p freeradius- ... http://freeradius.org/download.html ... Apache, for example).
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How to Bend Tubing 

project, he will have employed a surprising variety of skills. One of them ... Whatever the material or dimensions of a tube, un- controlled .... common that much thought has been put into finding so- lutions. ... with wood and pour in dry, well-sift
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rotary oven - West Bend 

reemplazada sin costo alguno a criterio de Focus Electrics. Esta garantÃa rige solamente para el uso domestico dentro de la casa. Esta garantÃa no cubre ningÃºn ...
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countertop oven - West Bend 

Register this and other Focus Electrics products through our website: ..... countertop oven for 4 - 8 minutes at the desired cooking temperature. MEAT.
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how to bend tubing successfully 

both ends of the tube . . . and the tube will begin to bend. If the radius of the underlying object (form) over which you are making the bend is large, the bend will ...
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Why I Was A Surrogate Mother 

Sep 8, 2011 - always viewed surrogacy as a long babysitting project. .... Surrogacy has been around forever (the more traditional form, of course), but ...
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cotton candy maker - West Bend 

Register this and other Focus Electrics products through our website: .... 4. Set the â€œON/OFFâ€� switch to â€œONâ€� ( l ) and let run for a minimum of 5 minutes to preheat.
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How to Bend Tubing - Size 

use a torch to heat a tube full of bending alloy as the ... closed pot on top of a stove â€” never with an open flame. .... A rough rule is that when springy tubing.
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stir crazyÂ® corn popper - West Bend 

Register this and other Focus Electrics products through our website: .... To yield 2 quarts of popcorn, use Â¼ cup corn; for 4 quarts of popcorn, use Â½ cup; for 6 ...
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iced tea maker - West Bend 

Green tea bags (regular size): 6 to 9. â€¢ Herbal tea bags (regular size): 6 to 9. CLEANING YOUR ICED TEA MAKER. Note: It is important to keep your Iced Tea ...
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Yuen Yee Lo Tel. - Why Why Web 

Unix/Linux/Window. â€¢. C, C++, Java, Javascript, cgi, Perl, Python, Ruby ... French: Fluent. Interest. Travelling ... Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, HONG KONG. Eamail:.
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Why I Was A Surrogate Mother 

Sep 8, 2011 - boy. I have been a surrogate mother three times (twins in February 2007 and .... people hate pregnancy, they're probably not going to do this for ...
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Why a Comprehensive Understanding of Mental 

May 31, 2016 - a super calculator or a computer, the brain machinery supports mental processors that need substantial and constant energy requirements.
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WHY 4LIFE 

The network marketing industry is booming with more than 50,000 people entering the industry each week. According to a Money Maker's Monthly sur-.
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Why balance.pdf 

Questions? Email [email protected]. These imbalances cause the propeller, spinner, and crank attach bolts a great deal of cyclical stress, which over time can ...
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